ABSTRACT: The main goal of the AEgIS experiment at CERN is to test the weak equivalence principle for antimatter. AEgIS will measure the free-fall of an antihydrogen beam traversing a moiré deflectometer. The goal is to determine the gravitational accelerationḡ with an initial relative accuracy of 1% by using an emulsion detector combined with a silicon µ-strip detector to measure the time of flight. Nuclear emulsions can measure the annihilation vertex of antihydrogen atoms with a precision of ∼1 -2 µm r.m.s. We present here results for emulsion detectors operated in vacuum using low energy antiprotons from the CERN antiproton decelerator. We compare with Monte Carlo simulations, and discuss the impact on the AEgIS project.
Introduction
We intend to use nuclear emulsions to measure the gravitational sag of an antihydrogen beam at the CERN antiproton decelerator (AD). In the AEgIS experiment (AD6) the free-fall of antihydrogen atoms launched horizontally will be measured to directly determine for the first time the gravitational acceleration of antimatter by matter. The vertical precision on the measured annihilation point will be around 1 -2 µm r.m.s. This will be achieved by adding an emulsion detector to the originally foreseen µ-strip detector [1] . For the first time nuclear emulsion films will be used in vacuum.
According to the weak equivalence principle (WEP) the trajectory of a point mass in the presence of gravity does not depend on its composition, but only on the two kinematical parameters of initial position and velocity. This principle of the universality of free fall, a cornerstone of General Relativity, has been tested with precisions down to 10 −13 by Etvös-type experiments using probes made of various materials [2] . However, the WEP has never been tested with antimatter particles, since electromagnetic disturbances could not be reduced to a level such that the effect of the much weaker gravitational force could be observed. In contrast, the antihydrogen atom is electrically neutral and as such an ideal probe to test the WEP.
Many theoretical arguments have been proposed to rule out any difference between the acceleration of matter g (9.81 ms −2 at sea level) and that of antimatterḡ and, correspondingly, many rebuttals have been published [3] (for a more recent review see ref. [4] ). Predictions for the relative difference ∆g/g between 200% (antigravity withḡ = −g) and less than 10 −13 can be found in the literature, based on indirect measurements, and depending on theoretical assumptions.
In quantum field theories the exchange of graviscalar bosons S and tensor gravitons T is attractive for matter-matter, while the exchange of graviphotons V is repulsive for matter-matter and attractive for matter-antimatter gravitation. Thus attractive coherence between S and V is expected in antimatter-matter while partial cancellation is expected in matter-matter, leading toḡ > g. However, recent torsion balance experiments searching for a 5 th force with a sensitivity better than 10 −13 [2] , and which are sensitive to V but not S, rule out any significant V contribution in matter-matter, unless there is a nearly perfect cancellation of V by S [5] . Precise cancellations are deemed to be possible [3] or, if excluded, torsion balance experiments lead to ∆g/g < 10 −7 [6] . In any case these arguments all rest on CPT which has not been tested for gravity.
Another argument against g =ḡ is the tiny upper limit for the mass difference in the K 0 −K 0 system. Assuming CPT invariance (which is established at the level of 8 × 10 −19 in this system), ref. [7] arrives at an upper limit of ∆g/g = 8 × 10 −13 . However, the neutral kaons are a mixture of matter-antimatter (ds, resp.ds) and are not baryons. Hence cancellations could happen for mesons, but not for baryons. In fact, the standard model extension of ref. [8] -based on field theories -contain tiny CPT flavour dependent violations which could become apparent in baryons, while remaining hidden in mesons.
Attempts are being made to measure the 1s -2s transition frequency in positronium with high precision [9] . The frequency, which is redshifted on the earth due to the gravity of the sun, can be predicted by using the well measured value for hydrogen. The measured frequency [10] is somewhat below the predicted value, while gravitational repulsion on the positron would blueshift the frequency above the predicted value. This makes antigravity (ḡ = −g) unlikely.
The issue of CPT and the validity of WEP for antimatter eventually rests on direct measurements. An experimental method to address the question of the gravitational nature of antimatter has been tested recently at the CERN-AD [11] . The AEgIS experiment [1] , also at the CERN-AD (AD6), will be the first direct measurement ofḡ, starting in 2014. Our goal is to achieve an initial precision of 1% on ∆g/g and to pave the way for future improvements. Indeed, any precision would be valuable, while we propose here to perform the best possible measurement with advanced technologies. Another experiment, GBAR [12] , will be installed on the ELENA very low energy antiproton ring at the CERN-AD, due to start operation in 2018. The latter will attempt to generate very cold antihydrogen by trapping H + -atoms, with the final goal of reaching a precision of 0.1% onḡ.
The AEgIS experiment 2.1 Overview of the apparatus
AEgIS [1] first needs to produce very low energy H-atoms. Figure 1 (left) shows a sketch of the apparatus. The process begins with the production of positronium (Ps) by accelerating 10 8 positrons from a positron accumulator [13] onto a nanoporous material [14] . The ortho-Ps emitted from the target is then brought to the Rydberg state Ps* by two-step laser excitation. Some of the Ps* atoms drift into a Penning trap in which 10 5 antiprotons (p) have been stored and cooled to sub-K temperature, producing H through the charge exchange reaction Ps * +p → H * +e − . This reaction between the antiproton and the highly excited Rydberg state positronium (Ps*), in which the bound positron is captured by the antiproton and an electron is released, was proposed in ref. [15] . The H-atoms follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with an average speed of ∼50 m/s. An electric field is then applied to accelerate the Rydberg H-atoms to ∼400 m/s [16] . This technique has been demonstrated with hydrogen atoms [17] . The measurement principle is sketched in figure 1 (right). A moiré deflectometer [18] consisting of two identical gratings (separated by a distance L of ∼50 cm) and a thin foil located at the same distance L from the second grating are used to measure the deflection of the H-beam in the gravitational field. The vertical distribution of annihilation vertices on the foil (moiré intensity pattern) will be recorded with an r.m.s. resolution of σ ∼1 -2 µm. This will be achieved by employing nuclear emulsion films to track annihilation products, as detailed in the following. The thin foil, typically 50 µm (active) silicon or 5 µm titanium, is needed as a window to separate the vacuum of the inner cryogenic UHV chamber from the insulating outer vacuum chamber (OVC) containing the emulsion detector.
Due to gravity the moiré intensity pattern will be shifted when compared to the one obtained e.g. with a light source. The vertical displacement ∆x of the moiré pattern can be measured from the time of flight T between the two gratings through the relation ∆x =ḡT 2 . Thus a segmented time of flight detector (not shown in figure 1 ) is needed to measure the velocity of the atoms, and to record the approximate position of the annihilation vertex for subsequent offline analysis with only a moderate precision of about 1 mm. This can be achieved either by using as window a thin µ-strip detector separated by a gap of a few 100 µm from the emulsion detector, or with a silicon or scintillating fiber tracker located behind the emulsion detector, in which case the window would consist of a ∼5 µm titanium foil. The time of flight can be computed from the switch off time of the electric field for Stark acceleration and the H annihilation time.
The antiproton beam will be injected into the apparatus every ∼100 s with a shot of typically 3 × 10 7p . The antiprotons that are not trapped are stopped in the center of the apparatus, 350 cm upstream of the emulsions. This would give an estimated background rate of ∼300 tracks/cm 2 in the emulsions for everyp shot from the AD. During the 100 s between shots AEgIS expects to produce about 10 H-atoms and to accelerate them to average velocities of 400 m/s. The number of H-atoms reaching the annihilation detector depends on the exact geometry of the free-fall section, which has not been finalized yet. With the current design (simulated in section 4.2) we estimate that roughly 3% of the H-atoms will reach the end of the launching tube, since the majority will annihilate on the walls or gratings. Incidentally, this annihilation background will hardly affect the measurement since the emulsion detector will determine the annihilation point. We will use the scanning facility available at the Laboratory for High Energy Physics (LHEP) in Bern, which was developed for the OPERA experiment [19] . The emulsions can be left in the final apparatus for several days before being replaced, since the maximum track density that can easily be dealt with our current scanning facility at LHEP is around 10 5 tracks/cm 2 .
The absolute alignment between deflectometer and emulsion detector can be controlled with collimated 55 Fe-sources [20] or with a light source. Local expansion can be corrected by printing a reference frame with sub-micrometric accuracy (photomask) on the emulsion films [21, 22] . Since ∆x depends on the H velocity, fast H-atoms can also be used to determine the vertical alignment of the apparatus components.
Emulsion detectors
Emulsion detectors can be used as tracker devices to determine the H annihilation vertices with micrometer resolutions, or even as targets by directly observing the annihilation vertices. For a general review on emulsion detectors see ref. [23] . In AEgIS the deflectometer and detector will be operated in vacuum and at temperatures between 77 K and room temperature. Accordingly, an intensive R&D programme on emulsion films has been started to cope with their operation under such conditions. First results on the behaviour of emulsions in vacuum have already been published [21] . Here we report on results achieved with antiprotons annihilating in emulsions in vacuum and at room temperature (see also ref. [24] ).
We are also investigating new emulsion gels with higher sensitivity to increase the detection efficiency for minimum ionizing particles (MIPs) and using glass instead of plastic as the substrate. Glass is well suited for highest position resolutions thanks to its superior environmental stability (temperature and humidity), as compared to plastic. In the following we shall refer to the original emulsion gel produced by FUJIFILM on plastic (triacetyl cellulose, TAC) and used for the OPERA experiment as the standard gel [25] , while the new product with higher sensitivity and glass substrates will be referred to as the new gel. Emulsions of the new type were manufactured at LHEP with gel provided by the University of Nagoya.
Let us first introduce a brief glossary (figure 2, left). A typical emulsion detector is composed of two sensitive emulsion layers coated on both sides of a substrate or base. A protective gelatin layer (∼1 µm thick) covers the outer surfaces. The detection units are AgBr(I) crystals with diameters of typically 0.2 µm which are distributed homogeneously in gelatin and which, once excited by a charged particle, form a latent image. The developing treatment produces filaments of pure Ag which appear as ∼0.6 µm diameter grains under the microscope. The fog density is the density of thermally induced grains. Digitalization is performed with an optical microscope. The automatic microscope performs at each point (x, y) a tomographic scan through the two layers (z-direction, see figure 2 ). Each layer is scanned in steps of typically 3 µm in the z-direction, leading to 20 tomographic imagesor frames -captured by a camera and sent to a PC. The collection of frames is called a view. The size of the view depends on the depth of field of the lens and typically covers a surface of 300 × 400 µm 2 . The tracking algorithm searches for aligned sequences of clusters of grains belonging to different frames of the same view. A linear fit is then performed in the projections x − z and y − z to define the position and angle of the microtrack which crosses the emulsion layer. Due to distortions at the time of development the microtrack cannot be used directly. Instead, a search is made for a matching microtrack in the opposite layer and a basetrack is defined by the the straight line joining points A and B (see figure 2) . The basetrack is then used as the particle track.
We have studied in the laboratory the properties of emulsions in vacuum at a pressure of ∼10 −6 mbar [21] . We have treated emulsion films with glycerin solutions of various concentrations to prevent the appearance of cracks due to elasticity loss. At low glycerin content the fog density reaches unacceptably high values. We therefore settled for the present test to a 12% glycerin concentration for the standard gel for which the fog density reaches a stable value, roughly twice that given in table 1 (18 grains/1000 µm 3 ). Tests on film sensitivity were conducted on a 6 GeV pion beam at CERN [21] . The films were treated with various glycerin contents (4, 8, 12 and 17%), for 60 minutes, and dried for 1 day at a relative humidity of about 60%. We found that the addition of glycerin does not affect noticeably the detection efficiency (∼13% per AgBr crystal for a MIP in the standard gel). For the new gel we used a glycerin concentration of 1.5%.
The intrinsic spatial resolution of emulsions made of the new gel is found to be σ ∼0.058 µm (figure 2, right), similar to that of the standard one. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the gels used in our tests and table 2 the composition of the standard gel. The composition of the new gel is similar, but the volume occupancy of the AgBr(I) crystals is larger, as stated in table 1.
Measurements with antiprotons
In 2012 we performed tests of emulsions in the AEgIS antiproton beam line at the CERN-AD. The goal was to (i) investigate the performance of emulsions in vacuum, (ii) measure the background Table 2 . Atomic composition of the standard gel (in %) apart from traces of other elements such as I, Na, S and Si [26] .
rates, and (iii) determine the resolution on the annihilation vertex. The setup is shown in figure 3 . The AD produced 5.3 MeV antiprotons (3 × 10 7p / shot every 100 s) which were degraded in an absorber to maximize the capture efficiency in the antiproton capture trap. We used the antiprotons that passed the HV barrier of the capture trap. The average energy of the antiprotons reaching the emulsion detector at the end of the apparatus was about 100 keV, which corresponds to a range of ∼1 µm in the gel. Therefore the antiprotons annihilated at the surface of the detector. The annihilation detector was installed in a small vacuum chamber shown on the left of figure 3. The chamber had an inner diameter of 100 mm and the distance from the gate valve to the detector was 114 mm. The detector itself consisted of a stack of five standard emulsion detectors, with some tests performed with metallic foils mounted on the surface of the first detector. Some of the runs were also performed with one detector made of emulsion layers of the new type. The emulsion films (68 × 68 mm 2 ) were held by a stainless steel frame (figure 3, middle), known to be chemically compatible with emulsions. The chamber was closed with a gate valve for mounting and dismounting without breaking the AEgIS vacuum, and to protect the films from light exposure. A photograph of the emulsion chamber is shown in figure 4 .
The emulsion films were then analyzed with the automatic microscope facility at the LHEP. For the standard gel the track reconstruction efficiency was typically 80% per emulsion. Measurements were also performed with the beam off to measure the muon flux from the antiproton production target. No tracks were found, thus showing that this background is negligible. accumulated since then. The new gel (right) was prepared in December 2012 at LHEP from a gel developed by the University of Nagoya. The heavily ionizing particles emitted from the annihilation vertices, mainly protons and heavy nuclear fragments, are clearly visible in both films. The faint tracks from MIPs (indicated by arrows) are presumably pions, barely seen in the standard gel while clearly observed in the new one, thanks to the higher signal-to-noise ratio.
Annihilation on metal foils
Next we carried out measurements with a series of thin foils of varying compositions to (i) determine the achievable vertex resolution in theḡ experiment and (ii) to measure the relative contributions from heavily ionizing particles (such as protons, deuterons, α-particles and nuclear fragments) and MIPs, as a function of atomic number. Apart from obvious interests in nuclear physics this will provide a useful input to Monte Carlo simulations (such as GEANT4) and is also crucial to predict the reconstruction efficiency of our emulsion detector in theḡ measurement, as will be explained below. The first tests were performed with standard gels, half of the emulsion surface being covered by a 20 µm thick stainless steel foil, while direct annihilation on the emulsion surface could be investigated from the other half ( figure 7, left) . The vertex position was calculated by finding the coordinates of the point which minimizes the quadratic sum of the distances to all tracks. (left) shows the distribution of the distance between this point and all tracks (impact parameter), which is a measure of the resolution with which the annihilation point will be determined in thē g-measurement. The figure shows that in principle (without systematic errors, such as film distortions, misalignments), an r.m.s resolution of σ 1 µm on the vertical position of the annihilation vertex can be achieved with a 20 µm steel window. Figure 8 (right) shows the distribution of the vertex position perpendicular to the film surface (z-direction). The flat distribution in figure 8 (right) is due to combinatorial background in the vertex reconstruction. The distribution has a sharp peak for annihilation in the emulsion, while the stainless steel sample shows a broader peak. This is due to the fact that the foil was not flat nor in perfect contact with the film surface. In fact, the distribution of the vertex position in z is a measure of the surface flatness. Figure 9 shows the topography of the emulsion surface (left) and of the surface of the stainless steel foil (right) obtained from reconstructed annihilation vertices. Further tests were also performed with the standard gel and various thin foils made of Al, Si, Ti, Cu, Ag , Au and Pb. The foil arrangement for the Al, Cu, Si, and Ti measurements is shown in figure 7 (right). Here we report only on the result for 6 µm aluminium (99% purity), the analysis of the other foils being the subject of a forthcoming paper. The aluminium foil was in direct contact with the detector consisting of five stacked emulsion detectors. We required at least two tracks from heavily ionizing particles (mostly protons and also nuclear fragments). These tracks are characterized by a continuous black line of clusters, while MIPs lead to aligned but separated grains and hence to faint tracks (see figure 6 ). An annihilation vertex in the foil was then predicted from the distance of closest approach. A scan for further tracks (including minimum ionizing ones) emerging from the putative vertex was then performed, followed by a visual inspection to reject faked tracks. Figure 10 (left) shows the impact parameter distribution. A similar resolution as with the stainless foil of figure 8 is obtained, σ 1.2 µm. Figure 10 (right) shows the multiplicity distributions for minimum ionizing and for heavily ionizing particles. The histograms are the Monte Carlo predictions by the CHIPS package embedded in GEANT4 [27] . Heavily ionizing particles are selected by requiring an energy loss of more than 3 MeV·g·cm −2 . The data for aluminium and the simulation are in good agreement. 
Annihilations on the emulsion surface
Direct annihilations on the emulsion surface were also studied with the new gel. One of the microscopes at the LHEP was devoted to AEgIS data analysis. The microscope was equipped with an XY Z computer driven high precision stage, a 1.3 M-pixels high speed camera and an oil objective lens with a magnification of 50, leading to views of 303 × 242 µm 2 , or to a pixel pitch of 0.2365 µm. The regions of interest on the emulsion surface were fully digitized by the microscope. Samples of 19'625 views/film were taken, covering surfaces of 3 × 3 cm 2 , and producing files of 1.1 TB size. The digitizing time was 10 hours, mainly limited by disk access time. The digitized data were displayed on the PC monitor by an event display (the so-called "Virtual Microscope") which can deal with TB data sizes through dynamic data access with multithread programming. The image can be inspected and controlled as if the user were looking directly into the microscope.
The multiplicity distribution for annihilation on the emulsion surface was studied with the new gel and compared to Monte Carlo simulation. The selection was performed as follows: Events were required to have at least one track penetrating a depth of more than 5 µm from the emulsion surface ("long" track) and at least a second one traversing more than 2 µm of emulsion material ("short" track). The selection of short tracks ensured a coverage of nearly 2π solid angle for annihilation particles emerging from the surface of the emulsion. The selection was performed manually, thus reaching a track recognition efficiency of nearly 100%. A vertex was then identified with an efficiency of 96%. The multiplicity distribution of the long tracks is shown in figure 11 and compared to predictions by CHIPS [27] . Very good agreement between data and simulation is observed. The measured average multiplicity is 3.3 ± 0.2. Figure 12 shows the multiplicity distributions separately for MIPs (such as pions and electrons) and for heavily ionizing particles (such as protons, deuterons, and α-particles). Particles with energy losses below 3 MeV·g·cm −2 were defined as being minimum ionizing. Again, excellent agreement between data and GEANT4 (CHIPS) is observed. The measured average multiplicity is 1.3 ± 0.1 and 2.0 ± 0.2, respectively. A systematic error of 0.1 is ascribed to take into account uncertainties in assigning tracks to either class of ionizing particles.
Figs. 11 and 12 also show the predictions from Monte Carlo simulation based on FTFP (Fritiof) [28] (dashed lines), as an alternative to CHIPS. Clearly CHIPS performs much better than FTFP in describing antiproton annihilation at rest. The latter is adequate to describe annihilations at energies above 100 MeV/c [29] . We should, however, warn the reader that more positive than negative pions are produced by CHIPS, which is surprising since (negatively charged) antiprotons can annihilate on neutrons. Indeed, experimental data show that more negative than positive pions are produced in low energy antiproton annihilations [30] .
Monte Carlo simulations 4.1 Resolution and efficiency of the emulsion detector
As shown above, our multiplicity results for minimum and heavily ionizing particles are in very good agreement with the CHIPS package. We have therefore simulated the expected performance of the emulsion detector in theḡ measurement using GEANT4 (CHIPS) to model annihilation on nuclei and the nuclear de-excitation. The ingredients in the simulation are as follows: We choose antiprotons of 1 eV (the minimum possible energy in the package) impinging randomly on a 50 µm silicon or, alternatively, on a 5 µm thick titanium foil. A single emulsion detector is used (standard gel, 44 µm thick, double sided on a glass or plastic base). A smearing of ±3 µm is introduced to model the intrinsic track resolution in the z-direction. The intrinsic resolution perpendicular to the track is around 0.05 µm, hence negligible.
A gap is assumed between the foil and the detector to prevent mechanical contact and to allow the possible insertion of very thin superinsulation foils to thermally shield the emulsions from the low temperature region. The glass base has to be thin enough to enable the observation of at least two microtracks. Figure 13 shows the momentum distribution of the protons and of the pions for various glass thicknesses. The efficiency to detect protons decreases with increasing glass thickness, as expected, while pions are not affected. This leads to a decrease of detection efficiency, which can be compensated by increasing the acceptance of the microscope. Figure 14 shows the vertex finding efficiency when requiring at least two basetracks, for different angular acceptances. The angular acceptance tan θ < 0.5 used in the analysis of neutrino data [19] is shown for comparison in figure 14. High energy neutrinos hit the emulsion detector perpendicularly, and daughter particles produced by the interaction are forward boosted. Both scanning procedure and reconstruction software were designed to maximize the efficiency at small angles. In contrast, the angular distribution of the annihilation products is isotropic in AEgIS, and we had therefore to modify the scanning procedure and the reconstruction software to analyze the data presented in this article.
The uncertainty in the vertex resolution along the direction of the gravitational force and the width of the vertex distribution along z increase with gap width, due to multiple scattering in the foil and to the lever arm effect. The loss of resolution along z leads to a decrease in the efficiency to reconstruct a vertex compatible with annihilation on the surface of the foil. Hence the foil must be kept as thin as possible and the gap reduced to the minimum technically feasible. The results for the vertex resolution σ (assuming gaussian distributions) and the efficiency ε are summarized in table 3 for 500 µm and 1 mm glass bases, and for 50 µm thick silicon and 5 µm thick titanium foils. Required are at least two tracks traversing the glass base (basetracks). We assume for the angular acceptance a realistic value of tan θ < 3. We require the vertex coordinate to be compatible with the surface of the foil: Since the width of the vertex distribution along z increases with gap width, we apply a variable cut in z of 10 µm + 0.01 × gap [µm] between the reconstructed vertex and the surface of the foil. Note that the resolutions for a 1 mm glass base can be better than for 500 µm. This is due to the larger gap between the two microtracks (distance between points A and B in figure 2 ). For the base a thickness of 1 mm could be chosen, below which glass plates would be too fragile. For example, a gap width of 250 µm leads to a typical r.m.s. resolution of 2 µm for a vertex reconstruction efficiency of about 40%. Higher vertex reconstruction efficiencies (up to ∼70%) are possible when relaxing the z-cut, however at the expense of worsening the resolution. Optimizations of the vertex reconstruction algorithms are underway. Table 3 . Resolutions σ and vertex finding efficiency ε on 50 µm thick silicon and 5 µm thick titanium foils. The top half of the table is for a 500 µm glass base, the bottom half for a 1 mm glass base.
Performance of the emulsion detector for theḡ measurement
The influence of the spatial resolution of the H detector on the measurement ofḡ has been evaluated by Monte Carlo simulation. The H atoms were uniformly generated in a cylinder of 3 mm transverse radius and 2 cm axial length, with initial velocities distributed according to the MaxwellBoltzman distribution corresponding to a temperature of 100 mK. The H atoms were then submitted to a constant acceleration. For the moiré deflectometer we assumed a distance L of 50 cm ( figure 1 ) and a pitch p = 40 µm between horizontal slits of 12 µm width [18] . The first grating was placed at a distance of 1 m from the source. A Gaussian smearing was then applied to the annihilation vertex to simulate the detector resolution. The unbinned maximum likelihood method was used to evaluate the uncertainty on ∆g/g as a function of the number of annihilations, for various vertex resolutions. Assuming for g (=ḡ) a value of 9.81 m/s 2 we repeated the experiment 300 times. To fit the vertical vertex coordinate we used the following probability density function for each annihilation with vertical vertex coordinate x i :
where T is the time of flight. Thus we described the intensity pattern with cos-functions up to the 5 th harmonic. The amplitudes a j (T ) ( j = 0,...,5) were obtained from the fit for fixed values of T and then parameterized as a function of T with appropriate interpolating functions. We show in figure 15 the expected intensity distribution of the annihilation vertex for various spatial resolutions and, as an example, for a particle velocity of 700 m/s. Plotted is the phase φ = (2π/p)∆x, where ∆x = gT 2 and T is the time of flight. The required number of reconstructed H annihilations on the foil in front of the emulsion detector to reach the precision ∆g/g is shown in figure 16 (left) for various resolutions. For resolutions larger than the slit width the contrast decreases quickly and, accordingly, the size of the required data sample rises rapidly (figure 16, right). For a 1% relative error on g one needs with a resolution of 2 µm a sample of ∼600 reconstructed and time-tagged annihilations. The improvement in resolution compared to the original proposal [1] by a factor of 5 -10 means that the experiment can be performed in a much shorter time. Alternatively, other experimental constraints can be relaxed, such as the challenging 100 mK required to limit the transverse H momentum. Figure 16 . Left: relative precision on g vs. number of annihilation vertices for various vertex resolutions from 1 to 10 µm. Right: Number of annihilation vertices required to reach 1% on ∆g/g, vs. vertex resolution (the curve is an eyeball fit to the points).
Outlook
A proof of principle using a miniature moiré deflectometer (L = 25 mm, pitch p = 40 µm, slit width 12 µm) was also performed during the beam tests. Several gratings were used, as well as gratings in contact with the emulsion detector. Results are the subject of a forthcoming publication [31] .
In future, the digitized data from emulsion scanning is to be processed by means of a General Purpose Computing on Graphic Processing Unit (GPGPU), a technology available through NVIDIA CUDA [32] . A processor equipped with 2 GPU, each with 2'688 cores (NVIDIA, GeForce GTX TITAN) has being installed in our scanning laboratory. A tracking algorithm for low energy particles from antiproton annihilation stars is under development and improvements in the track finding efficiency (such as increasing the solid angle acceptance towards large angle tracks) are underway. For theḡ measurement we plan to use a detector with an emulsion surface of 20 × 20 cm 2 . The automatic scanning and digitizing will take about three days to process with one microscope (while six microscopes are currently available at the LHEP).
The use of photomasks [22] to reduce contributions from systematic errors to the vertex resolution, due to film distortions at development time, have been described in an earlier paper [21] and are presently under study.
To limit liquid helium consumption and thermally shield the H source we might have to operate the emulsions below room temperature, possibly even at 77 K. Corresponding R&D tests are underway to determine with cosmic rays and electron sources the performance of our emulsions (in particular the detection efficiency) as a function of temperature. We note that emulsions have been operated in the past at temperatures as low as 24 K, e.g. for neutrino interactions in deuterium bubble chambers [33] . Tests in liquid nitrogen and even liquid hydrogen have also been reported (for a review see [34] , where further references can be found).
Conclusions
Emulsion detectors can measure the annihilation vertex of antihydrogen atoms in the AEgIS experiment with very high precision. We have presented here results for emulsion films operating in vacuum at the CERN low energy antiproton decelerator. We have shown data using a promising new emulsion gel with typically a factor of two higher grain density than used before in emulsion detectors. This increases the efficiency for the detection of minimum ionizing particles such as the pions emitted in antiproton annihilations. We have compared our measured particle multiplicites from annihilations in emulsions and aluminium with the Monte Carlo packages CHIPS and FTFP in GEANT4. CHIPS provides a better description of the data than FTFP. We have estimated the resolution and data taking time needed to achieve the AEgIS goals. We obtain vertex resolutions σ in the range ∼1 -2 µm which, when combined with time of flight measurements, lead to an order of magnitude reduction of the data taking time originally foreseen to reach the goal of 1% uncertainty in ∆g/g.
